Dimensions of homo- and heteropolymeric sections of DNA synthesized by reverse transcription from globin mRNA matrices.
The lengths of globin messenger RNAs, isolated from rabbit and pigeon reticulocytes, and single-stranded complementary DNAs, synthesized from mRNA in presence of RNA-directed DNA-polymerase and oligo(dt) have been investigated by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis under denaturing conditions. The cDNA preparations contained a fraction which corresponded in length to the alpha and beta chains of the mRNA used as a matrix. The lengthwise distribution of poly(A) sequences, isolated from globin mRNAs, corresponded to a statistical distribution, with a maximum at 75-80 nucleotides and with a maximum length of approximately 150 nucleotides. The lengthwise distribution of poly(dt) sequences, isolated from cDNA, corresponded to the poly(A) sequence distribution. It was concluded that: 1) cDNA is heterogeneous with respect to the length of poly(dt) sequences located at the 5' end of the molecule; 2) there was no selective use as primer of only that oligo(dt) which was located within the complex formed with the 5' end of the mRNA poly(A) sequence; 3) the heterogeneity of poly(DT) corresponded qualitatively to two models of template-primer interaction: selective use as a true primer of the oligonucleotide located in the complex formed with the 3' end of mRNA, and a statistical distribution of primer along the poly(A) sequence; and 4) the heterogeneity of the homopolymeric section of the cDNA may affect the kinetics of hybridization with mRNA, which possibly explains the previously observed [1] anomalous dependence of the hybridization rate on time.